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We study the evolution of the electronic structure of the intermetallic series Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23, x = 0.0–0.75,
which shows nonmonotonic ferrimagnetic ordering temperatures TC but with a systematic reduction of the total
bulk magnetization upon increasing Fe content, x. We have carried out hard x-ray photoemission spectroscopy
to elucidate the relation between electronic structure and properties of the series. The Gd 3d and Gd 4d core-
level spectra indicate trivalent Gd3+ multiplets in the intermediate-coupling scheme with features due to L-S
and j-J coupling. The Fe 2p core levels show asymmetric single peak metal-like spectra, while the Mn 2p
core levels show asymmetric doublet peaks. The relative intensities of the Mn 2p doublets as a function of x
indicate occupancy changes of distinct crystallographic sites associated with Mn up-spin and down-spin states.
The valence band spectra identify the Gd 4 f states at high binding energies (∼7.4 eV). The Mn 3d states occur
at the Fermi level and as a broad feature between 2 and 5 eV binding energy in Gd6Mn23. Upon substitution, the
Fe 3d states show up as small shifts to higher binding energies compared to Mn 3d states. The Fe 3s and Mn 3s
spectra show exchange split peaks, allowing an estimate of the Mn and Fe magnetic moments using a Van Vleck
analysis, which also provides a quantification of occupancy changes with x. The overall results are consistent
with the bulk net magnetization, indicating that Mn up-spin sites become Fe down-spin sites on substitution,
while the nonmonotonic TC originates in a change from Mn sublattice to Fe sublattice derived ordering.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.106.045144

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the properties of binary and ternary materi-
als containing rare earths (R) and transition metals (M), which
arise from an interplay of f and d electrons, remains one
of the most challenging topics of condensed matter physics.
The R-M based materials attracted enormous attention in the
20th century, leading to important discoveries of applied ma-
terials such as the magnets SmCo5 [1] and Nd2Fe14B [2].
More recently, there is a resurgence of interest in R-M based
materials as they are increasingly used in permanent magnets,
phosphors, lasers, energy storage batteries, catalysts, etc. [3].

R-M based materials have played and continue to play
a very important role for applied magnetic materials as
well as basic scientific concepts in the field of heavy
fermions [4–6], non-Fermi liquids [7], magnetic metals [5–9],
magnetocaloric materials [10], etc. The R-site f electrons in
intermetallic alloys often behave like localized electrons with
a large magnetic moment. The f electrons show large mag-
netic anisotropy, large spin-orbit coupling, but weak intersite
exchange interactions [8,9]. This can lead to important prop-
erties such as giant magnetoresistance, large magnetocaloric
effect, and colossal magnetostriction [8–10]. In contrast, the
M-site d electrons are often delocalized in intermetallics and
show small magnetic anisotropy, small spin-orbit coupling,

but larger intersite exchange interactions. This implies the
magnetic ordering temperature is often determined by the
M-site moments while the total magnetization has significant
contribution from both M-site and R-site moments, depending
on the number of M and R atoms per unit cell. It is well known
that in RxMy intermetallics, the R-M exchange coupling is
always ferromagnetic when R is a light rare earth and anti-
ferromagnetic when R is a heavy rare earth [11,12]. A very
important aspect in R-M based materials then involves the
competition of ferromagnetism vs antiferromagnetism aris-
ing from different sublattices. In this work, we investigate
the role of f and d electrons in the R-M-M ′ ferrimagnetic
series Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23, which has attracted recent interest
for magnetic cooling applications [13–18].

The intermetallic compounds R6Mn23 exhibit the Th6Mn23

(also called G phase) type crystal structure and have at-
tracted significant attention for their magnetic properties since
1965 [11,19–33], and more recently for their magnetocaloric
properties [13–18]. Their magnetic structure exhibits an in-
teresting and unusual coupling between the 4 f and the 3d
magnetic moments [14,19,27,30]. While an early study con-
cluded that the R6Mn23 compounds were apparent exceptions
in terms of R-M exchange coupling for the light and heavy
rare earths [19], a subsequent study showed that the Mn sites
exhibited a complex magnetic structure [27]. From polarized
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neutron diffraction results for isostructural Y6Mn23 at 4.2 K,
it was shown that the magnetic moments of Mn atoms on the b
(∼ − 2.8μB) and d sites (∼ − 2.1μB) are oriented antiparallel
to those on the f1 (∼ + 1.8μB) and f2 (∼ + 1.8μB) sites [27].
Accordingly, it was concluded that there are two types of Mn
spin sites: up-spin “ f1, f2” sites (≡ A site), and down-spin
“b, d” sites (≡ B site) in Y6Mn23. In contrast, in Y6Fe23,
the Fe moments are oriented along the same direction for
all four M sites (b, d, f1, f2) and can be represented by one
type of Fe with an average value of magnetic moment of
∼ + 1.94μB [29,34]. Based on this complex magnetic struc-
ture with the Mn sublattice itself being ferrimagnetic, and the
R moments interacting more strongly with the “b, d” sites
compared to the “ f1, f2” sites, it was possible to resolve the
apparent exception of R6Mn23 compounds [14,27].

Early studies showed that upon Fe substitution in Y6Mn23,
the net magnetization of isostructural Y6(Mn1−xFex )23 com-
pounds increases with increasing x. However, in isostructural
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 compounds, the net magnetization reduces
upon increasing x [13,17,22,26,29,32]. In contrast, the behav-
ior of TC in Y6(Mn1−xFex )23 compounds is nonmonotonic and
similar to the Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 compounds [13,22,32]. The
parent compounds showed large values of TC ∼ 500 K, but the
TC reduces for small Fe content, and then increases for rich
Fe content. Specifically, Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 showed a lowest
TC = 120 K for x = 0.5 [22], while TC = 489 K for x = 0.0
and 467 K for x = 1.0 [17,22]. These results suggested that
TC of these compounds does not depend on the R elements
in the compounds, but is derived from transition metal mo-
ments. Magnetocaloric results of Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 showed
two maxima in the magnetic entropy changes (�SM) as a
function of temperature, one at TC and the other at T ∼ 100 K.
It was suggested that the maximum at T ∼ 100 K could be
associated with the magnetic ordering of the Gd sublattice or it
arose from modifications in the magnetic structure with small
Fe content (x = 0.0–0.2) [13].

Although the structural, electrical, magnetic, and magne-
tocaloric properties of Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 were investigated
extensively [13,17,22,26,29,32], photoemission spectroscopy
studies for relating electronic structure with properties in
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 compounds have not been reported to
date. Recent studies of Gd 3d and 4d spectra of Gd inter-
metallics [35,36] measured with bulk sensitive hard x-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES) showed very clear
multiplet features. It is noted that at the sample surface, the
binding energies of the valence 4 f levels and core levels
can show surface level shifts relative to the bulk, which can
lead to apparently poorer resolution of the Gd multiplets.
Further, the structural and magnetic properties in the near
surface region can deviate from the bulk, so it is better to
use the highest possible bulk sensitivity which is obtained
by using high photon energies. Hence, we have carried out
bulk sensitive HAXPES [37] to investigate the electronic
states of the series Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23. We have carried out
composition (x)-dependent HAXPES to characterize the core
levels of Gd 3d, 4d , Mn 2p, 3p, 3s, and Fe 2p, 3p, 3s, as well
as the valence band occupied states. The Mn 3s and Fe 3s
spectra were analyzed to estimate the spin magnetic moments
of Mn and Fe. The results provide us an understanding of
the electronic structure of the series Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 and its

relation with their structural occupancy changes and magnetic
properties. The overall results provide an explanation for the
bulk net magnetization, and the origin of nonmonotonic TC is
associated with a change from Mn sublattice to Fe sublattice
derived ordering.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION, CHARACTERIZATION,
AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 compounds with x = 0, 0.2, 0.3,
0.5, and 0.75 were synthesized from stoichiometric amounts
of high-purity elements (Gd 99.9 wt % from Rhodia, Mn
99.99 wt % from Cerac, and Fe 99.8 wt % from Alfa Ae-
sar). The mixtures were melted in a water-cooled copper
crucible using a high frequency induction furnace (CELES)
under pure argon atmosphere. The purity and chemical com-
position of each sample have been checked by microprobe
analysis (Cameca SX 100) on mirror polished powder sam-
ples dispersed in a cold resin. The purity was evaluated from
backscattered electron micrographs on different particles and
the chemical composition was determined from an average
of six pinpoints randomly chosen among the sample. The
crystallographic structure and the presence of impurities have
been verified by powder x-ray diffraction (Philips X’Pert Pro
Diffractometer, Cu Kα) [13,38].

The HAXPES experiments were carried out on a spectrom-
eter with a total-energy resolution of 280 meV at the Taiwan
beam line BL12XU in SPring-8, Hyogo, Japan using linearly
polarized photons. The sample was cooled using a liquid-N2

flow-type cryostat. Samples were cleaved in the preparation
chamber in a vacuum of 5 × 10−9 mbar and immediately
transferred for measurements in the main chamber at T =
80 K at a vacuum of 5 × 10−10 mbar. The energy calibration
and resolution were determined from the Fermi-edge (EF )
spectrum of a gold film evaporated on the sample holder. The
HAXPES data were obtained in the angle-integrated mode
with an incident photon energy hν = 6.5 keV. The Gd 3d
and Gd 4d as well as 2p and 3s core-level spectra of Fe and
Mn in the series were fitted using a least-squares method to
quantify peak-energy positions and widths. The fits shown in
this work used a Shirley-type background with asymmetric
Doniach-Sunjic type Voigt profiles for all peaks. The Shirley-
type background is based on the simple assumption that the
probability of secondary energy losses is independent of the
magnitude of the energy loss, and accordingly, the background
at a given kinetic energy position E is proportional to the
integral of all higher kinetic energy spectral intensities.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Core-level and valence band HAXPES

The Gd 3d core-level HAXPES spectra of
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 measured with an incident photon energy
hν = 6.5 keV at T = 80 K are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1(a)
shows the full range Gd 3d spectrum for x = 0. The spectrum
shows two main regions which can be assigned to spin-orbit
coupling derived 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 states. Figures 1(b) and 1(c)
show the expanded scale regions of Gd 3d5/2 and Gd 3d3/2

for all x, in order to clarify the detailed features. The spectra
are very similar to recently reported Gd 3d studies using
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FIG. 1. The Gd 3d core-level HAXPES experimental spectra of
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.75, measured at T =
80 K. (a) The full range Gd 3d core-level HAXPES experimental
spectrum of Gd6Mn23. (b) shows the Gd 3d5/2 states and (c) shows
the Gd 3d3/2 states on an expanded scale, along with the curve fit
for x = 0.0 using a least-squares method. The fitting parameters are
listed in Table I.

HAXPES. These studies reported HAXPES for amorphous
GdFe [35] and crystalline GdNi [36] and showed that the

TABLE I. Fitting parameters for the Gd 3d core-level spectrum,
with component peaks listed from lowest binding energy to highest
binding energy.

Component peaks Fitted peaks FWHM
Gd 3d5/2 eV (±0.1) eV (±0.1)

1 (J ′ = 6) 1184.2 1.4
2 (J ′ = 5) 1185.4 1.2
3 (J ′ = 4) 1186.4 1.0
4 (J ′ = 3) 1187.1 1.1
5 (J ′ = 2) 1187.9 1.2
6 (J ′ = 1) 1188.8 1.8
7 (J ′

sat) 1190.7 2.4
8 (7D) 1194.6 1.4

Gd 3d3/2 eV (±0.1) eV (±0.1)

1 (J ′ = 2) 1215.6 1.5
2 (J ′ = 3) 1216.6 1.4
3 (J ′ = 4) 1217.8 1.4
4 (J ′ = 5) 1219.1 1.5
5 (J ′

sat) 1221.1 2.4
6 (7D) 1223.7 3.2

FIG. 2. The Gd 4d core-level HAXPES experimental spectra of
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.75, measured at T =
80 K. The parent Gd6Mn23 (x = 0.0) spectrum was fitted by using a
least-squares method and the fitting parameters are listed in Table II.

Gd 3d spectra can be analyzed in terms of the atomic
multiplets of Gd3+ obtained in the intermediate coupling
scheme with features due to L-S and j-J coupling. The
main peak of Gd 3d5/2 [spread between 1182 and 1190 eV
binding energy (BE)] and Gd 3d3/2 (spread between 1215
and 1220 eV BE) show features corresponding to 9D states
and the lower intensity high BE features at 1194.58 and
1223.75 eV are the 7D features. The 3d5/2 multiplets arise
from the J = 7/2 state coupling with the j = 5/2 core
hole and result in multiplets of total angular momentum
J ′ = 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 with approximate multiplicities of
2J ′ + 1. The lowest BE state is the J ′ = 6 final state with the
3d spin and orbital momenta parallel to the 4 f spin moment.
Similarly, the J = 7/2 state couples to the j = 3/2 core
hole and results in multiplets of total angular momentum
J ′ = 5, 4, 3, 2. Here, the J ′ = 2 final state has the lowest
BE with 4 f and 3d spin moments parallel, but oriented
opposite to the 3d orbital moment. These assignments of
Gd 3d multiplets in the intermediate-coupling scheme were
validated by comparing the atomic multiplet calculations with
experimental spectra [35,36]. In addition, the atomic multiplet
calculations showed a small peak at a BE of 1190.68 eV and
1221.10 eV BE between the 9D and 7D features [36]. Based
on these assignments, we have carried out a least-squares fit
to the data as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) which reiterates
the assignment of the atomic multiplets. The similarity of Gd
3d spectra in the series indicates the trivalent state of Gd ions
in the entire Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 series.

The Gd 4d core-level HAXPES spectra of
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 compounds measured at T = 80 K are
shown in Fig. 2. Just like the analysis for the Gd 3d spectra,
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TABLE II. Fitting parameters for the Gd 4d core-level spectrum,
with component peaks listed from lowest binding energy to highest
binding energy.

Component peaks Fitted peaks FWHM
Gd 4d eV (±0.1) eV (±0.1)

1 (J ′ = 6) 139.8 1.1
2 (J ′ = 5) 140.9 0.9
3 (J ′ = 4) 141.8 0.9
4 (J ′ = 3) 142.9 1.1
5 (J ′ = 2) 143.9 1.1
6 (7D1) 146.8 2.3
7 (7D5) 169.1 6.8

the Gd 4d spectra can also be analyzed in terms of the Gd
4d atomic multiplets of the Gd3+ state in the intermediate
coupling scheme, as was shown in early studies of Gd metal
and Gd intermetallics [36,39–42]. Accordingly, the Gd 4d9

(2D) hole state couples to the 4 f 7 (8S) state, resulting in 9D
and 7D final states. The 9D states split into five multiplet
peaks with J ′ = 6, 5, 4, 3, 2. Similarly, the 7D states will
also split into five levels J ′ = 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, but since the 7D
states can couple to not only the 8S term of 4 f 7, but also to
the higher energy terms 6P, 6D, 6F , and 6G states of 4 f 7,
the Coulomb and exchange interaction results in a strong
modification of the five-peak pattern. This results in the
lowest BE 7D1 state at 146.83 eV and the highest BE 7D5

state at 169.07 eV, while the 7D2, 7D3, and 7D4 states are
not observed due to very low spectral intensities of less than
0.1%, as was reported also for Gd metal [36,41,42]. The Gd
4d main peak could be accordingly fitted with five peaks
corresponding to J ′ = 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 for the 9D final states
and one peak each for the 7D1 and 7D5 features of the 7D
final states. The results again confirm that Gd ion in all the
compounds can be described as Gd3+ states.

We have next carried out the Mn 2p core-level HAXPES
measurements of Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 at T = 80 K as shown
in Fig. 3. The spectra show two main peaks corresponding
to the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 spin-orbit splitting with BE of 638.42
and 649.72 eV, respectively. The main peak BE of 638.42 eV
matches the Mn metal BE [43]. The absence of satellite fea-
tures between 4 and 8 eV higher BEs compared to the main
peak indicates the absence of oxidation. However, a shoulder
feature is observed at about 1 eV higher BE to the 2p3/2

and 2p1/2 main peaks, and its relative intensity compared to
the main peak changes with Fe content for all x. We carried
out a least-squares fitting of the spectra using Doniach-Sunjic
line shapes to quantify the relative intensities of the metallic
peaks. We have tried fits using a Tougaard background or a
Shirley background, and found that we needed larger asym-
metry parameters when using a Tougaard background. Since
we wanted a more strict confirmation of the asymmetry to
justify metallic peak shape, we used a Shirley background
for all the peak fits. The results indicate that the main and
shoulder peak intensities match fairly well with the relative
occupancies of the A and B sites of Mn as estimated from
neutron diffraction [26,27], as well as our estimates of mag-
netic moments from 3s core levels discussed in Sec. III B.
Accordingly, we have assigned the main peak and shoulder

FIG. 3. The Mn 2p core-level HAXPES spectra of
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.75, measured
at T = 80 K.

to metal-like features associated with the A and B sites, re-
spectively.

The Fe 2p core-level HAXPES experimental spectra of
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 are shown in Fig. 4. The spectra exhibit
single peaks positioned at BEs of 706.88 and 719.78 eV

FIG. 4. The Fe 2p core-level HAXPES spectra of
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.75, measured
at T = 80 K.
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FIG. 5. The Mn 3p and Fe 3p core-level HAXPES spectra of
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.75, measured at
T = 80 K.

corresponding to the spin orbit split 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 feature,
respectively. The BEs of the peaks match with Fe metal [43]
and confirm the metal-like core level of Fe in the series.

Figure 5 shows the Mn 3p and Fe 3p core-level HAXPES
experimental spectra of Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 measured at T =
80 K. The spectra also show a weak Gd 5s feature at 42.73 eV
BE [44] along with the Mn 3p at 46.63 eV BE and Fe 3p at
52.33 eV BE. By normalizing the spectral intensity of the Gd
5s feature, the relative intensity of Mn 3p and Fe 3p shows
a very systematic behavior. Namely, the intensity of the Mn
3p is reduced while Fe 3p is increased, proportional to the Fe
substitution. A similar behavior for the relative intensities of
the Mn 3s and Fe 3s core-level HAXPES spectra changing
with x is also obtained for the series, as shown in Fig. 6. Thus,
by increasing the Fe content, the intensity of Mn 3s spectra
is reduced and Fe 3s is enhanced, consistent with Mn and Fe
concentrations. Further, the Mn 3s and Fe 3s spectra show a
broad main peak and exchange-split satellites which are due
to the local moment of Mn and Fe in Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23. The
Mn 3s and Fe 3s spectra are discussed later in more detail in
relation to the analysis of the Mn and Fe magnetic moments.

Figure 7 presents the wide valence band HAXPES spectra
of Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 measured at 80 K. The spectra show
a high intensity feature at 7.4 eV BE which is due to Gd
4 f states, and all the spectra are normalized to this feature.
For Gd6Mn23, the states between 0 and ∼5 eV BE consist
of one broad feature between 2 and 5 eV and a narrower
feature at and near EF which are attributed to Mn 3d states.
The broad feature between 2 and 5 eV shows small changes
upon Fe substitution. As can be seen by superimposing the
Fe x = 0.75 spectrum (blue squares) on the x = 0.0 spectrum
(red circles), the Fe 3d states show up at slightly higher BEs

FIG. 6. The Mn 3s and Fe 3s core-level HAXPES experimental
spectra of Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.75, mea-
sured at T = 80 K.

compared to the Mn 3d states. The near EF feature which is
sharp in Gd6Mn23 becomes a little broader for Fe substituted
compositions on the higher BE side with a small intensity
reduction at EF . It is noted that, based on band structure

FIG. 7. The valence band HAXPES experimental spectra of
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.75, measured at
T = 80 K.
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TABLE III. Mn and Fe occupancies of A and B sites from the 3s HAXPES fitting.

Mn atoms Fe atoms

Fe content (A + B)Mn AMn BMn (A + B)Fe AFe BFe

(x) no. no. no. no. no. no.

from x (±0.05) (±0.05) from x (±0.05) (±0.05)

0.0 23 15.93 (100%) 7.05 (100%) 0 0 0
0.3 16.1 9.16 (59%) 6.94 (98%) 6.9 6.84 (99%) 0.06 (1%)
0.5 11.5 6.15 (39%) 5.35 (76%) 11.5 9.85 (86%) 1.65 (14%)
0.75 5.75 3.26 (20%) 2.49 (35%) 17.25 12.74 (74%) 4.51 (26%)

calculations of Gd based R-M intermetallics [45], Gd 5d states
are also expected to contribute at and near EF , overlapping
with the Mn 3d and Fe 3d states in the present case. Similar
behavior with broad M 3d split band states spread between
EF and ∼5 eV BE and Gd 4 f states at ∼7.5 eV BE have been
reported for several Gd-containing intermetallics [46–51].

B. 3s analysis for magnetic moments

It is known that the spin magnetic moment of a transition
metal 3d element can be estimated from 3s photoemission
spectra. Based on the Van Vleck model [52], the ratio of the
intensities of the 3s main peak and exchange-split satellite can
be written as [53–59] Im/Is = (S + 1)/S, where S is the spin
quantum number, Im is the intensity of the main peak, and Is is
the intensity of the exchange-split satellite. The spin magnetic
moment is given by μspin = 2μB

√
S(S + 1). It is noted that

FIG. 8. The Mn 3s and Fe 3s core-level HAXPES spectra of
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23 for x = 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.75 were fitted by using
a least-squares method. The Mn 3s consists of two main peaks
“mA, mB” and exchange-split satellites “sA, sB,” while the Fe 3s con-
sists of one main peak “m” and one exchange-split satellite “s.”

while the Van Vleck model works reasonably well for inter-
metallics [51,55,56], more recent studies have shown that a
sum rule method is a better way to investigate the exchange
energy in the 3s spectra of ionic compounds with well-defined
dn configurations [54,57–59]. Since we cannot assign a proper
electron configuration or valency to Fe and Mn states in inter-
metallic alloys, we have used the simpler Van Vleck model
to determine the magnetic moment via the ratio of the main
and satellite peak intensities of the 3s spectra. We first discuss
the spin magnetic moment analysis for Gd6Mn23. The Mn 3s
spectra of Gd6Mn23 could be fitted with four peaks consisting
of two main peaks “mA, mB” and two exchange-split satellites
“sA, sB,” as shown in Fig. 8. The two pairs indicate that the Mn
atoms show two distinct spin moments. Further, the two main
peaks show intensities proportional to the number of A-site
(16 atoms) and B-site (7 atoms) Mn atoms, corresponding to
the “ f1, f2” sites and the “b, d” sites known from the neutron
diffraction results. By applying the Van Vleck equations, we
obtained spin magnetic moments for the A site and B site to be
1.77 ± 0.05μB and 2.25 ± 0.05μB, respectively. This result is
very close to the occupancy and magnetic moments obtained
from neutron diffraction studies [27].

TABLE IV. The values of μspin obtained for Mn and Fe from the
3s analysis.

�E Im/Is S μspin

x = 0.0 eV (±0.15) (±0.03) (±0.03) μB (±0.05)

Mn ( f1, f2) 4.44 2.94 0.52 +1.77
Mn (4b, 24d) 5.51 2.73 0.73 −2.25

x = 0.3

Mn ( f1, f2) 4.41 3.03 0.49 +1.71
Mn (4b, 24d) 5.2 2.36 0.74 −2.26
Fe 4.08 9.67 0.11 −0.71

x = 0.5

Mn ( f1, f2) 4.18 3.00 0.50 +1.73
Mn (4b, 24d) 4.84 2.45 0.69 −2.16
Fe 4.15 4.99 0.25 −1.12

x = 0.75

Mn ( f1, f2) 4.17 2.82 0.55 +1.84
Mn (4b, 24d) 5.00 2.38 0.72 −2.23
Fe 4.08 3.73 0.37 −1.41
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TABLE V. Comparison of total magnetization.

3s analysis Lemoine result Kirchmayr result Nagai result
(this work) (Ref. [13]) (Ref. [22]) (Ref. [32])

Fe content TC Net M 9 T 1 T 1 T

(x) (K) (μB) (μB) (μB) (μB)

0 489 ±5 [13] 54.2 ± 3.0 54.7±2.0 50 ±2 40 ±4
0.3 142 ±5 [22] 36.7 ± 3.0 35 ±2 28 ±4
0.5 120 ±5 [22] 28.8 ± 3.0 30 ±2 26 ±4
0.75 309 ±5 [13] 17.6 ± 3.0 16.2±2.0 20.4±2 15 ±3

Similarly, we have carried out least-squares fits of the Mn
3s and Fe 3s spectra for x = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.75 in order to
estimate their occupancies and magnetic moments, as shown
in Fig. 8. The Fe 3s spectra were fitted with a single main
peak and satellite, while the Mn 3s spectra were fitted with
doublets. For x = 0.2, we could not make a reliable estimate
of the magnetic moments due to the negligible intensity for the
Fe 3s exchange-split feature and the overlap of the Fe 3s main
peak with the Mn 3s exchange-split satellite (Fig. 6). From the
fittings to Mn 3s spectra we have determined the occupancy
of Mn atoms in the A site and B site as listed in Table III.
Thus, obtaining the main and satellite peak intensities, we
have estimated the Mn and Fe spin magnetic moments for
x = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.75 as listed in Table IV. From the results
shown in Table III, it is clear that Fe preferentially occupies
the A sites compared to the B sites upon substitution. For
x = 0.3, 99% of the Fe atoms go to the A site, while for
x = 0.5 and 0.75, it gets slightly reduced to 86% and 74%,
respectively, with a corresponding increase in the B-site occu-
pancy. It is interesting to compare the occupied percentage of
Mn up-spin and down-spin sites relative to the total number
of Mn A and Mn B sites, respectively, as listed in Table III.
The results suggest that the preferential reduction of available
Mn A sites leads to the increase of occupancy of Fe B sites
for x � 0.5.

Table V shows the total net magnetization M from the
3s analysis according to the formula M = 6μGd + 23[(1 −
x)μMn + xμFe], where μMn and μFe are magnetic moments
obtained from 3s analysis, and the gadolinium ion spin mo-
ment of Gd3+ was taken to be the free-ion value of μGd =
+7μB. The obtained values of the total net magnetization M
are compared with the bulk magnetization results from earlier
work [13,22,32] in Table V and also plotted in Fig. 9. The
values of total net magnetization M are in good agreement
with the results of bulk magnetization if, and only if, we
consider the A-site and B-site Mn moments are parallel and
antiparallel to the Gd moments, respectively, and the A- and
B-site Fe moments are both antiparallel to the Gd moments. In
particular, the estimated magnetization values are within error
bars with the bulk magnetization values reported by Lemoine
et al. [13] and Kirchmayr and Steiner [22], while the values
reported by Nagai et al. [32] are consistently lower. The results
are thus fairly consistent with the known bulk net magneti-
zation results, and confirm that Mn up-spin sites become Fe
down-spin sites on substitution. Since the Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23

series shows a minimum TC = 120 K for x = 0.5 [22], the

estimated magnetic moments for Mn and Fe indicate that the
Fe down-spin moments replacing the Mn up-spin moments
are responsible for the nonmonotonic TC behavior, which
corresponds to a change from Mn sublattice to Fe sublattice
derived ordering.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the electronic structure of Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23

was investigated using HAXPES. The Gd 3d and Gd 4d
core-level spectra indicate trivalent Gd3+ states which exhibit
multiplets in the intermediate-coupling scheme. The Mn 2p
spectra show two metal-like features attributed to “b, d” and
“ f1, f2” sites, and their relative intensities change with x while
Fe 2p spectra show only a single metal-like feature. The

FIG. 9. A summary of (a) the magnetic moments of Fe and
Mn as well as (b) the total magnetization as a function of x, com-
pared to earlier reports. The systematic increase in Fe moments
results in a systematic decrease in the total net magnetization of
Gd6(Mn1−xFex )23.
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relative intensities of the Mn 2p doublets show occupancy
changes of distinct crystallographic sites associated with Mn
up-spin and down-spin states. The valence band spectra show
the Gd 4 f states at high binding energies (∼7.4 eV), away
from EF . The Mn 3d states occur at EF and within 5 eV BE
for Gd6Mn23, and upon substitution, the Fe 3d states are ob-
served at slightly higher binding energies and with a reduced
intensity at EF , compared to Mn 3d states. The Fe 3s and Mn
3s spectra show exchange splitting due to local moments. The
Mn and Fe magnetic moments could be estimated using a Van
Vleck analysis, and the Mn and Fe site occupancies could be
determined. The overall results show a systematic reduction
of the net magnetization, while the origin of nonmonotonic

TC is attributed to a change from Mn sublattice to Fe sublattice
derived ordering.
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